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ACTUALITY OF CAMPAIGNING – DOOR KNOCK 

 

WOMAN: Hello!  I’m canvassing for the elections in May … 

 

URRY: Political campaigning is already underway in England as 

electors prepare to vote in the forthcoming local elections.  

 

WOMAN: I just wanted to say hello and ask if you’ve any problems 

or anything bothering you? 

 

URRY:  When we go to the polls, it’s supposed to be under strict 

conditions of secrecy for the candidate of our choice.  But tonight, File on 4 investigates 

concerns that results are being rigged. We’ve been on the ground in districts where fraud and 

corruption are feared to have taken hold. A returning officer tells us even he’s been powerless 

to stop it. 

 

MORGAN: I don’t think any of the elections that I’ve personally 

officiated over since 2006 have been totally fair and honest. 

 

URRY: Any of them? 
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MORGAN: None of them. 

 

URRY: The problem centres on the abuse of postal voting, which 

is supposed to offer more access for electors. But some are having their votes stolen. 

 

MAN: Campaigners came to the house and they asked my mum 

to vote for them.  One of the people put the cross in the box for her and said, there you go - 

now you can just sign it and we will take it off you.  If someone is coming and physically 

putting a cross in a box for you, that is your right snatched away from you, isn’t it? 

  

URRY: Official figures show nearly a thousand complaints of 

malpractice in the last three years alone. In 80% of cases, no further action is taken. But why?  

An investigation by this programme reveals a wall of silence in some South Asian 

communities. However it’s not a problem exclusive to those areas, nor to one particular 

political party. Now a judge who tries corruption cases tells File on 4 it’s time for postal voting 

on demand to be scrapped.  Tonight we find out how easy it is to cheat at election time, and 

how difficult it is to stop it.  

  

SIGNATURE TUNE 

 

ACTUALITY IN DERBY 

 

URRY: I’m on a street in the city of Derby, in a district outside 

the city centre which is truly multicultural. When people talk about cultural melting pots, this is 

the sort of place that they mean. At the bottom of this road there is a mosque, and right 

opposite that there’s a Christian centre, and then just beyond that in the next road, there’s a 

community made up largely of Sikh people.  And on the opposite corner to where I’m standing, 

there’s a shop selling Polish goods. Right in front of me there’s a community centre, which is 

used as a polling station, and it was here, two years ago, that Derby’s faith in its electoral 

system was shaken to the core. 

 

FOSTER: There was a lot of commotion within the polling station, 

a lot of people were shouting something was wrong. 
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URRY: Richard Foster is a detective constable with East 

Midlands Special Operations Police Unit.  During voting at the 2012 elections, two women had 

been spotted filling out ballot papers at the community centre by people who knew they didn’t 

live in the ward. This isn’t allowed. When police investigated, it became clear the two women 

were related to a polling clerk hired by the council to work at the centre on election day.  

 

FOSTER: The poll clerk was there performing her duties as she’d 

been employed to do, and then her two nieces came in.  Well the first niece, Tameena Ali voted 

for someone called Noshiela Maqsood, her vote, and then cast her vote and then left.  During 

that time the people who was just outside the polling station recognised her, realised she 

shouldn’t have been there because she lived in another area where it was a different polling 

station that she had to vote at, and then Samra Ali, who was the poll clerk’s niece as well was 

just in the process of getting a ballot paper when she decided to leave. 

 

URRY: What was the role then of the polling clerk? 

 

FOSTER: The polling clerk was there really to facilitate the vote. 

She was the one that knew her nieces, knew they weren’t entitled to vote there and then 

allowed them to vote, and she facilitated that transaction. 

  

URRY: There was a lot else detectives didn’t know, because the 

women wouldn't co-operate with the investigation. The clerk was accused of misconduct in a 

public office. Her two nieces were charged with the offence of personation - voting as someone 

else.  The police relied on forensic evidence to secure convictions. 

 

FOSTER: We proved this one because we managed to get the 

defendant’s fingerprints on a ballot paper that didn’t relate to her, and then it all came from 

there.  We then identified who the people were who’d cast the vote, because we know as at 

quite late on in the evening, it was about quarter to, say twenty to ten at night when these girls 

went in, we could then sort of look at the past, say, ten votes  and then we managed to narrow 

them down from a name that was given to us in our investigations of the two votes who the 

girls used, and then they were sent off for forensic analysis and then the fingerprint came 

back on the vote. 
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URRY: The women pleaded guilty. Nasreen Akhtar, the polling 

station clerk, was sentenced to fourteen months imprisonment. Her two nieces received eight 

month sentences, suspended for eighteen months. Noshiela Maqsood who’d lied to the police 

about the misuse of her vote, admitted perverting the course of justice and was also given a 

suspended sentence.  Outside the courtroom on the day of the verdict, Liberal Democrats, 

whose candidate had lost the seat by just fourteen votes, demanded a wider enquiry. 

 

EXTRACT FROM NEWS REPORT 

 

MAN: We now know that this election was not fair and open 

and, in the words of the Crown Prosecution Service, these people fraudulently set out to boost 

the number of votes for the Labour candidate.  Now the only honourable course of action left 

for the Labour councillor elected at that time is for him to acknowledge that the election was 

not won fairly and to resign his seat immediately. 

 

URRY: The local Labour party told us they had nothing to do 

with the crimes. They also said because there was no suggestion that enough votes were cast 

fraudulently to make any difference to the outcome, it didn’t warrant a further election. So their 

candidate would not be stepping aside. The court had been told that the guilty women had been 

put up to it. So police began a follow up investigation to try to find out who else was involved. 

But they were met with a wall of silence. 

 

FOSTER: We couldn’t progress that any further really because we 

didn’t know who those people were, there was no other information forthcoming from anyone 

else to say who those people were.  The ladies concerned didn’t provide any further 

information about who coerced them into doing these crimes,  

 

URRY: Did you interview their wider family and friends? 

 

FOSTER: We spoke to a lot of people during the investigation 

about what had happened and we spoke to quite a few people within the community to try and 

assist us.  Unfortunately sometimes that didn’t materialise into a formal police statement that 

we can use in the formal court process. 

 

URRY: Is it that they didn’t know or they wouldn’t tell you? 
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FOSTER: I think we have to say that they wouldn’t tell us. 

 

URRY: That same wall of silence is blocking investigations into 

a different type of election fraud, one that’s said to be more widespread - postal vote rigging. 

 

ACTUALITY WITH COMPUTER 

 

URRY: All you need to vote by post can be found online.  I’m 

looking at the Electoral Commission’s website - that’s the body which sets standards for 

elections in Great Britain. It says you have to be on the electoral register and fill in an 

application form. When you complete it, you’ll have to sign it and send it back to your local 

electoral registration office, and then your council will send you your voting paper around a 

week before election day.  You’re supposed to mark it in secret at home, complete and sign the 

accompanying statement, seal them up in supplied envelopes and pop that in the post. Since 

2001, anyone who’s eligible can apply.   

But the convenience of being able to do this from home also makes it a security risk. We’ve 

found evidence of people being pressured into voting for a particular candidate by activists 

who go round knocking on doors, out of sight of officials and the police. 

 

ACTUALITY IN CAR 

 

MAN: This is basically the run down area, to be honest with 

you.  I mean, look at the bins.  You get the groups coming to your house, especially with the 

elderly and the vulnerable people, especially the Asian community who don’t speak English.  

They tend to target them more. 

 

URRY: This man, a British Pakistani from one of the poorer 

neighbourhoods of Derby, says his mother has had her vote cast by others. They’d been 

pestering her, making repeated visits to the family home.  She wouldn’t be interviewed, but he 

agreed to tell us what happened, on condition we didn’t name him. 

 

MAN: Campaigners came to the house and they asked my mum 

to vote for them, and actually my mum not being able to read English, she didn’t know where 

to put the cross, so one of the people put the cross in the box for her and said, there you go, 

now you can just sign it and we will take it off you.  It wasn’t free choice.  It was more 
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MAN cont: influence, and it was kind of to get rid of them, to make 

them stop coming back.  She just gave in.  That’s not you voting, that’s them voting for you, 

voting for themselves.  I was pretty cross with them to be honest with you, because I wasn’t at 

home when it did happen. It is your right to put that cross where you want to choose, which 

person or which team you want to vote for, but if someone is coming and physically putting a 

cross in a box for you, that is your right snatched away from you, isn’t it?  So when I knew you 

was coming to interview me, you know, I asked a few people around the neighbourhood and 

they did say it was happening to them, but no one was actually willing to speak out onto the 

radio show. It is almost as though they don’t want to talk against anyone, to be fair.  

 

URRY: Derby Council told us they’ve got every confidence in 

their postal voting system across the city.  However, it’s on a watch list published earlier this 

year by the Electoral Commission.  Derby is one of sixteen areas said to be at higher risk of 

fraud allegations. Another is Pendle in East Lancashire. 

 

ACTUALITY IN MARKET 

 

URRY: The town of Nelson is at the heart of the borough - a 

place built on textiles, but these days suffering from pockets of severe deprivation. House 

prices among the tightly packed terraced streets are some of the lowest in the country.  The 

local market is a lively place where Asian and white families shop together, but as a town it 

feels less integrated than some other parts of Britain. There are tight knit communities of rural 

Pakistani origin, and it’s in these places where Pendle’s victims of postal vote abuse are most 

likely to be found. 

 

ACTUALITY IN ZAID’S HOME 

 

URRY: Abdullah Zaid, a local Tory activist and grandfather, 

lives in one of those communities where a culture of respect for family hierarchy and for 

people in positions of authority is strong. It’s a culture which makes some vulnerable to 

pressure.  Mr Zaid is one of the few in these places prepared to speak openly about Asian 

families being disenfranchised. 

 

ZAID: People are being deprived of their electoral rights 

through the postal voting. The people have no choice who they want to vote, they cannot vote. 
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ZAID cont: The whole family has the postal vote, get the signature 

and the date of birth on that sheet, leave it on the fireplace, a certain person will come, you just 

give them. No cross on them, they will be blank, the votes will be blank, the ballot paper will 

be blank. These influential element, they victimise them, they’re being exploited by this 

element, hundreds of them, oh yeah yeah, for hundreds of them.  But the thing is they have a 

fear, they won’t come out. This is where evidence is lacking because they don’t dare to come 

out. You may say Asian people thinking that they fear back home as well, backlash, you know. 

Here also they fear that this person is already influential and if I won’t go along as he says, if I 

don’t vote for him or the candidate he is recommending, then I might be victimised. 

 

URRY: Marking someone else’s ballot paper under these 

circumstances is illegal. Security checks for postal votes rely on councils comparing a 

signature sent with the ballot with the signature on the paperwork submitted earlier to the 

council, which is kept on record. But that doesn’t work if activists put the cross in the box and 

get the victims to sign the documents.    

 

GREAVES: I’ve been watching real votes at election counts for the 

last half century and you know what they look like. 

 

URRY: Tony Greaves is a local Liberal Democrat councillor and 

a member of the House of Lords. He says he’s seen the outcome of postal vote tampering at 

counts, where five decades of experience means he can tell just by looking at them. 

 

GREAVES: One of the most interesting ones was the last town 

council elections and the parish council elections because they’ve got multiple wards, where 

four or five people are elected in each ward, where there were quite unusual results which all 

depended upon the postal vote. And they quite clearly had not been filled in by electors in the 

normal way.  They were all identical and they were all neatly filled in in exactly the same way.    

We also had a town council by-election in Nelson when there was a very low turnout and most 

of the votes cast were postal votes.  And again, it was fairly clear that a large number of the 

votes that came in, the postal votes had not, in my judgement, been filled in by ordinary 

electors. 

 

URRY: So what do they look like then? 
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GREAVES: They’re very uniform, they all look the same.  They’re 

all filled in in the same pen, they’re all filled in the same size crosses.  They just look the same.  

And real life postal votes do not look like that. 

 

URRY: They’re filled in with different sorts of pens, different 

sorts of handwriting? 

 

GREAVES: Real life postal votes are filled in in every possible way - 

different sorts of pens, different colours, different sizes and shapes of crosses.  If you are 

experienced at watching the counting of votes, you can see the postal votes, because they stand 

out a mile, because they’re all different, and in particular they are very different from the 

stubby pen votes at polling stations. 

 

URRY: The Liberal Democrat has raised his concerns during 

debates in the House of Lords. He accuses local Labour activists of being behind this, but 

Pendle Labour leader, Mohammed Iqbal, denies any wrongdoing by his party. 

 

IQBAL: Lord Tony Greaves, who we’re talking about here, is 

somebody who’s made these allegations over a number of years against the Labour Party, but 

I’ve challenged him in council meetings.  Unfortunately, I don’t have the privilege of being in 

the House of Lords. I’ve challenged him in council meetings to come clean last year and he 

moved a motion at the Pendle Borough Council, where he instigated a public inquiry funded by 

the Borough Council that I invited people to come and give evidence to that inquiry, and there 

was nobody that turned up. 

 

URRY: The trouble is, people are too scared, aren’t they?  I 

mean, we’ve spoken to lots of people in the community and they are simply too scared to speak 

out in the open. 

 

IQBAL: I don’t understand what they’re scared about.  I mean, if 

somebody is stealing their votes, then I’ve in the past asked people who have made political 

gains out of trying to put allegations against certain members of the community or certain 

committees within Pendle, but, you know, the police will investigate.  That individual doesn’t 

have to go and investigate where their vote has gone, it’s the police that will do it and nobody 

needs to be scared of reporting them to the police because as far as my group and party are 
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IQBAL cont: concerned, we’ve consistently said year in, year out, that 

we will cooperate with any police investigation. 

 

URRY: Lancashire Police confirmed they haven’t made any 

arrests in Pendle over this issue.  But the council remains concerned about fraud. They’re 

suspicious about bundles of postal votes being handed in at polling stations. Why vote by post 

if they are to be delivered by hand?  And who’s bringing them in, because it’s not the postman. 

Pendle put security measures in place to try to ensure anyone dropping off postal votes in 

person is identified. But some have evaded those measures, further heightening suspicions.  

Deputy Chief Executive of Pendle, Philip Mousdale, says the council has to rely largely on 

political parties following the codes of conduct set down by the Electoral Commission. 

 

MOUSDALE: We continue to implore at our meetings with party 

agents and candidates that they follow the code.  We’ve raised our concerns with the Electoral 

Commission. 

 

URRY: What’s the one thing then that sticks out for you, where 

you think, yes, that’s suspicious, I wish we could get to the bottom of it? 

 

MOUSDALE: It is the handling of particularly the postal vote ballot 

papers by party workers.  There’s no need for it.  Electors can return them in the post.  This sort 

of acceptance, which has grown in certain areas in recent years, that someone will come round 

and collect it and bring it back to us is at best unnecessary and at worst raises serious 

suspicions.   

 

URRY: And yet it’s legal. 

 

MOUSDALE: It’s legal and within the existing code.  If the party 

worker can say that I’ve been asked to do this by the elector, it’s within the code, but we doubt 

that that’s actually the case. 

 

URRY: Pendle has urged the Commission to review existing 

guidance around this. Chairwoman Jenny Watson says they’re now planning to tighten their 

code of conduct, but not before next year. 
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WATSON: We think it is no longer appropriate for campaigners to 

be handling completed postal vote applications or proxy vote application forms or completed 

postal ballot packs.  They have a vital role in communicating with voters and voters welcome 

that, but they shouldn’t be getting involved in the voting process by handling the votes 

themselves.  We think we can change that through our own code of conduct to send a message 

to campaigners that that isn’t acceptable behaviour, and we’re trying to do that before the 2015 

General Election.  

 

URRY: There’s already a code of conduct, isn’t there, but it’s 

been breached in some of these areas. 

 

WATSON: And where we find that the code of conduct has been 

breached, we say so publicly. 

 

URRY: Yeah, but I mean, it’s not much of a sanction, is it?  If 

they’re already ignoring a code of conduct, what’s the point in changing it again, because 

people who are determined to defraud the system are just going to ignore it. 

 

WATSON: Well, we have now a greater focus on these sixteen local 

areas and we have asked for a public commitment from candidates and from campaigners to 

sign up for that behaviour.  It will be very visible if people aren’t prepared to sign up to that 

and voters will draw their own conclusions from that. 

 

URRY: There have been successful prosecutions for election 

fraud. Among them, a former Labour councillor who was jailed for more than three and a half 

years after voting fraud in Blackburn back in 2005. Slough Tory candidate, Eshaq Khan, was 

sent to prison for three and a half years in 2009 for conspiracy to defraud, perverting the course 

of justice and perjury. Postal vote rigging was at the heart of that scandal too. And in 2011, a 

wealthy businessman from Ashford in Kent submitted two hundred forged postal votes to try to 

get himself elected as a Conservative councillor in the borough.  He was jailed for a year.  

But these convictions are rare. According to the Electoral Commission, there were nearly a 

thousand allegations of malpractice made to police between 2010 and 2012 - around a quarter 

relating to voting irregularities.  In 80% of those, no further action was taken.  Although fraud 

is said to be easy to perpetrate, it’s hard to prove, especially if the onus is on you as a candidate 

to bring your case to court. 
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ALI: There’s a point where you say, you know, enough is 

enough.  I’ve had enough of this and I’m not going to let this fraud carry on in my face.  No, no 

more.  And I’ve been campaigning for years now and I have not seen fraud to this extent. 

 

URRY: Mohammad Ali, a 35 year old engineer and local Labour 

party member, stood for election at Woking’s Maybury and Sheerwater ward in 2012. It’s an 

area with a significant Pakistani population. He lost by sixteen votes to a Liberal Democrat but, 

along with party colleagues, was suspicious that the result had been fixed. They checked 

official records, which confirmed their suspicions. 

 

ALI: We had to wait until we got the marked register. What 

the marked register tells you is that as you go in to the polling station, they put a tick mark 

against your name that Mr so and so came, his ballot paper was cast. Or, if it was a postal vote, 

they’ll cross the name off so you know actually which names are cast.  And what really, really 

alarmed us was there was a chap, we knew him to be out of the country, and when we got the 

marked register, there was a tick against his name, and we knew he was not in the country at 

that time, he wasn’t even back then. There was a another guy who was ill and out of the 

country, he died afterwards, and that’s what really made us think, that look there are people 

here we knew to be out of the country and their votes have been used, so something has 

definitely, definitely gone wrong. 

 

URRY: The only way an unsuccessful candidate can challenge 

the outcome is to petition a special electoral court.  And that’s what Mohammad Ali did.  These 

are civil proceedings, but the burden of proof is a heavy one. What he and a handful of his 

supporters in the local Labour party had to do, was gather evidence to satisfy the court beyond 

reasonable doubt - a standard which usually applies only to criminal cases. It was daunting.  

He’s an engineer, not a detective. But he knew the community well, and he worked out that 

fictitious people had been added to the electoral roll so that postal votes could be applied for in 

their names to be filled out by his opponents.  

 

ALI: We had the marked register, we looked at the names we 

suspected, there were houses in which just before the election in April, about three hundred 

names were added to the register. 

 

URRY: Which is a lot in a small ward? 
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ALI: Which is a lot and we started checking them and we 

found a lot of them were ghosts. You’d knock on the door and you’d ask, do you know Mr so 

and so?  No, I don’t know, and you know that this is a ghost vote, exactly, that is the term they 

use, because they don’t exist. 

 

URRY: But establishing ghost voters wasn’t enough in itself.  He 

had to link the successful candidate, Mohammed Bashir, to the addresses which were being 

called into question. The Election Commissioner who judged the case, Richard Mawrey QC, 

says that was accomplished as well. 

 

MAWREY: What the petitioners proved was that Mr Bashir had a 

wide network of relatives, friends and associates who lived in quite a tight community, they all 

were related – sometimes really obscurely - to each other or worked for each other and the 

frauds were masterminded from the campaign office in the ward.  A lot of the properties turned 

out to be owned by relatives or owned by professional partners of relatives, and so there was a 

whole network, so there was a whole almost family tree produced of who was connected to 

whom. And the reason why the network came to light is, as I’ve said, the people on the other 

side knew all about it because they were members of the same community.  If the people on the 

other side had not been members of the Asian community they would have found it almost 

impossible. 

 

URRY: There’s no legal aid for this kind of case. According to 

the Electoral Commission, petitioning is “inaccessible, outdated, complex, and inefficient.” 

The system’s under review by the Law Commission, but even if change is recommended, it’ll 

be a long way off. In the meantime, Mohammad Ali and his supporters must find the means to 

pay for legal fees themselves. 

    

ALI: Before even anything kicks off, you’ve got to come up 

with £5,000, okay? But once the case starts, it’s a lot of effort required to collect the evidence 

and you'll have to, obviously, need lawyers and the lawyers will have to go round and they are 

pretty expensive, you know. The amount, as it currently stands, is almost £200,000. 

 

URRY: That’s what it cost you? 
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ALI: That’s what it cost us, yeah, correct and I obviously 

don’t have that sort of money and I was fortunate enough that there were some members who 

have contributed a lot. I personally don’t have the money, and as the petitioner the onus is 

always on me as an individual, so there’s no system fighting for me, there’s no system fighting 

to protect the system and that’s the unfortunate part of it. And if I lose it, it could actually 

destroy my life really.  I’d be bankrupt. 

 

URRY: That may yet happen.  Although he won his case and 

costs of £180,000 were awarded in his favour, he says he hasn’t received a penny and now has 

to spend more on legal fees to try to recover what he’s owed.  In his judgement, Richard 

Mawrey QC ruled that Mohammed Bashir, his Liberal Democrat rival, was guilty of corruption 

and illegal practices.  He ordered that the result be set aside and a by election held. Mr Bashir 

was banned from holding political office.  His lawyer told us his client still denies being 

involved in any wrongdoing and that if he was the beneficiary of corrupt practices of others, he 

shouldn’t be held responsible for that.  He said they are planning to seek leave for a judicial 

review of the judgement of the Electoral Court.  A police investigation into the latest 

allegations is currently underway. Mr Bashir has been kicked out of his party. The Liberal 

Democrats’ local election agent, Rosemary McCrum, says they were bitterly disappointed by 

his behaviour, particularly since they’d tried hard to ensure proper standards in a ward with a 

longstanding reputation for malpractice. 

 

MCCRUM: It’s very difficult for us to identify the people who are 

actually responsible for offences such as intimidating voters and stealing postal votes, because 

they’re not actually members or supporters of our party. 

 

URRY: You say they’re not supporters, are they, but they act as 

effectively as agents. 

 

MCCRUM: Our members and the people doing the canvassing, the 

official campaign team are not involved in it.  In fact, we have gone to great lengths over the 

years to brief our candidates and campaigners carefully on the correct procedures. 

 

URRY: Given that the concern about fraud in that particular 

ward goes back many years, shouldn’t you have had a tighter grip on the situation? 
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MCCRUM: It’s very difficult to know what goes on in that 

community. We have consistently reported all allegations of electoral fraud that have come to 

our notice.  The big problem is getting sufficient evidence to secure a conviction. 

 

URRY: We’ve also learnt that both Surrey Police and the Crown 

Prosecution Service had been told by Woking Labour Party about earlier suspect voting 

practices in the ward as far back as 2005.  And that’s also a serious concern for the council.  

Ray Morgan is the Chief Executive as well as the authority’s Returning Officer, responsible for 

overseeing the borough’s elections. He’s made an extraordinary admission to File on 4. 

How long have you been aware of fraudulent practices in the borough? 

 

MORGAN: Personally, nine years. Sadly, I don’t think any of 

elections that I’ve personally officiated over since 2006 have been totally fair and honest. 

 

URRY: Any of them? 

 

MORGAN: None of them.  

 

URRY: And how many is that? 

 

MORGAN: One every year.  

 

URRY: That’s pretty shocking, isn’t it? 

 

MORGAN: Disappointing. And it’s only in one part of the borough, 

and it’s a culture that is a disgrace, but sadly still exists. 

 

URRY: Shouldn’t something have been done about this sooner 

then? 

 

MORGAN: Yes.  Capacity to do. It’s not lack of will to do. We’ve 

tested different things out to try and reduce the amount, but basically it’s the political parties. 

It’s very simple.  There is a culture amongst some of our Pakistan, rural origin people, that 

believe exercising power in whatever way is necessary, is their cultural belief. It’s not a faith 

thing, it’s a cultural thing. 
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URRY: Mr Morgan was praised by the judge in the Election 

Court for the quality of his work and for running a tight ship at Woking. Even though he’s 

doing his best, he argues he’s powerless to stop some of the abuses of the system he’s 

identified, such as the fiddling of the electoral roll highlighted by that case. 

 

MORGAN: Well, it’s the legislative system which I’m obliged to 

follow.  So all you have to do is register in an address and that’s a home, so one person fills in 

a form for everybody in there.  As long as it’s signed etc., it comes in, you get on the electoral 

register.  I do some cross checks to see, but you can have two people, they pay their council 

tax, but they can say they have four other people living in the house. I have no right to … it’s 

based on trust. And the majority of people are trustworthy and do the right thing, so once 

you’re on the electoral register, you then have the right for a postal vote. It is so open that I 

can’t force you to explain to me, I can’t make you show me your passport or your photo ID 

licence or anything else. I can’t make you do that. 

 

URRY: You have to take me on trust? 

 

MORGAN: I have to take you on trust.  And the system has worked 

well over the centuries, relatively, on trust.  There’s always been corruption, there’s always 

been somebody abusing it, so this isn’t a new thing, but it’s been lower volume.  Now it’s more 

organised. 

  

URRY: Government is introducing new measures aimed at 

stopping that kind of abuse of the registration system. Greg Clark, the Cabinet Office minister 

with responsibility for constitutional reform, argues it’ll make a big difference.  

 

CLARK: We’re introducing individual electoral registration.  Now 

one of the benefits of that is that requiring every person on the electoral roll to have confirmed 

their individual identity will narrow very considerably the scope for fraud in these areas.  Now 

that has been something that I think for many years, the Electoral Commission have been 

pressing for.  That will begin in June of this year, so that’s a big step forward.  One of the other 

things that we’re doing in response to concerns around postal voting, it was one of the issues 

that the Electoral Commission has raised, is that we’re now going to require that 100% of the 

postal voter identifiers - that’s to say the signature and the date of birth - every one of the postal 
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CLARK cont: votes that are submitted in a ballot will now be checked 

against what’s held on record as the correct signature and date of birth, up from 20% at the 

moment. 

 

URRY: Yeah, but that’s not going to solve anything, is it, 

because somebody will just be told to sign there and put their cross in the box. 

 

CLARK: Well, you can say ... 

 

URRY: That’s what’s been happening in some of these places. 

 

CLARK: It’s a serious criminal offence to do that, to intimidate 

and to cause someone to vote in a certain way, to dictate that vote. And again, you know, the 

message is that this is … will be considered serious, will be prosecuted whenever it’s detected 

and the consequences are very significant. This is a very serious criminal offence. 

   

URRY: But the judge who heard the petition in the Woking case, 

Richard Mawrey QC, believes tinkering with the system won’t fix it.  He acknowledges the 

option to vote by post on demand was a worthwhile experiment, but he says it’s failed and 

should now be scrapped. 

 

MAWREY: Postal voting on demand, however many safeguards you 

build into it, is wide open to fraud.  And that it’s open to fraud on a scale that will make 

election rigging a possibility - and indeed, in some areas, a probability. Fraud at polling 

stations is difficult.  It’s very risky, because you have to find people actually prepared to go 

down and cast these fraudulent votes and they may be detected, and if detected they may face a 

prison sentence, so it’s a very risky business and it can only be done on a miniscule scale.  

Postal voting on demand changed all that.  It became possible for the first time to manufacture 

votes on an industrial scale, and the only way in which you can eliminate this risk, I’m afraid, 

is to go back to personal voting at the polling stations.  Now I know that there is very strong 

political desire to keep the present system.  What I’m simply saying is that if you keep the 

present system, then however many safeguards you create, fraud and serious fraud is inevitably 

going to continue, because that is built into the system. 
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URRY: As someone who tries cases of election corruption,  

Mr Mawrey is well placed to identify weaknesses. But he’s not alone in arguing for an end to 

this sort of postal voting. The Conservative MP for Pendle, Andrew Stephenson, is also calling 

on his own Government to have done with it. 

 

STEPHENSON: Personally, I want us to scrap on the demand postal 

voting and go back to the system that we had before this got loosened up.  We have still got 

restricted postal voting in Northern Ireland because of the potential of fraud.  Now when you 

actually look in the UK and look at what’s going on in Pendle, in Burnley, in Slough, in 

Birmingham and other parts of the country where there’s been successful prosecutions, I would 

say there’s not just a chance of fraud, there is very real fraud going on.  And therefore, I think 

the Government should really look at this issue and really look at going back to only allowing 

postal votes to people who have a genuine need for a postal vote.  Everybody else should turn 

up at the polling station like they always used to have to and be able to cast their vote.  In 

different parts of the country, there have been Conservatives, there have been Liberal 

Democrats, there have been Labour activists arrested and charged over postal vote fraud, so 

this is not a problem which affects only one political party.  And every political party has a 

duty to root out the individuals within their organisations who are engaging in this and to show 

them the door. 

 

URRY: Greg Clark, the minister with responsibility for 

constitutional reform, argues there’s a balance to be struck.  And for Mr Clark the balance is in 

favour of keeping the postal vote to ensure better access for honest electors. 

 

CLARK: Postal voting has proved a very important way to make 

sure that people who have the entitlement to vote, who want to vote, are able to vote. And we 

know that there are all sorts of reasons why people - perfectly legitimately - may find it easier 

to vote, perfectly respectably and for very good reasons, by post rather than have to attend the 

polling station in person.  It’s been very important in making sure that people can access the 

franchise. 

 

URRY: A judge who sits in these civil cases, which looks at 

election fraud, has told us that postal voting on demand, in his view, should be scrapped, 

because however many safeguards you build into it, it’s wide open to fraud on a scale that will 

make election rigging a possibility, and worryingly he says in some areas a probability. 
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CLARK: Well, the evidence is that the number of instances of 

reported cases of fraud is very low, and that even if you accept the contention that the 

incidence is beyond what is reported, I don’t think anyone is saying that this is so widespread, 

this is so corrosive of our democracy that we need to restrict and go back to a restriction that 

you have to turn up in person.  We want to encourage people to vote, but it should be the 

people who are entitled to vote and to exercise their vote legally.  And what we should be 

doing is making sure that the procedures are tight enough to capture and then punish very 

severely those people that abuse the system. 

 

URRY: But the evidence we’ve uncovered during our 

investigation shows how hard it is to root out fraud in some parts of the country. Victims are 

not speaking out. Police haven’t found a way to get beyond the walls of silence. As the Woking 

case shows, those who seek to challenge suspect results face huge obstacles and potential 

personal ruin.  The Government argues its new measures tightening registration and ID 

requirements will make a big difference.  They’ll need to. Because when a Returning Officer 

praised by a judge for the way he runs local elections says he can’t guarantee they’ve been fair 

and honest, it’s time to sit up and take notice.  
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